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EEPMON ⨯ Satellite Young
Canada/Japan Animated Music Video Masterpiece

URL: https://youtu.be/182jNs0VQgY
Launch Date: Sunday, February 18th, 8PM (EST)

Canadian Digital Artisan, EEPMON created an animated music video for Tokyo-based synthwave
electronic unit Satellite Young. Titled “Sanfransokyo girl”, the music track written by Yoka
Ohishi, vocalized by Emi Kusano and produced by Belle Maison Sekine inspired EEPMON to
create a digital city masterpiece that symbolizes the atmosphere of decorative sign boards
reminiscent of the neon city lights of Tokyo, 80’s pop-style nostalgia with anime + electronic
visualizations.
A nod to retro video games and sci-fi movies, "Sanfransokyo" is a fictional city like San Francisco
and Tokyo combined. The two cities are indispensable for setting near future scenes and where
dreams and imaginations can come to life! As Yuka Ohishi the lyricists describes it, "San
Francisco and Tokyo are fun places, but it seems like everything is in momentary flux and that
will not last forever.
At the same time of the MV debut, Satellite Young will be releasing several Sanfransokyo girl
remixes available on iTunes and Spotify. We invite you to join us on this fantastical journey
venturing into the world of Sanfransokyo – a collaboration between EEPMON & Satellite Young!
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About the Artists
EEPMON is a new generation creator who
is a digital artisan / technologist / producer /
fashion designer / and brand studio.
Working at these intersections, he has
collaborated with industry sectors spanning
museums, fashion, video games to
interactive installation and fine art.
Marvel Entertainment, Alpha Industries,
Canada Goose and the Canada Science &
Technology Museum are some of
EEPMON’s corporate partnerships. He is
an Adobe featured artist and works globally
creating interactive visual experiences. He
has been featured internationally in
HYPEBEAST, GQ France, Canada Goose’s
60th anniversary book to JAY-Z’s Life+Times and Computer Arts Magazine.
In April he will be on Canada’s first Creative Industries delegation to China led by the Minister of
Canadian Heritage, the Honourable Mélanie Joly.
Website: http://eepmon.com

Instagram: http://instagram.com/eepmon
They appeared like a meteor, a modern
electronic unit Satellite Young
composed of Emi Kusano on vocals,
Belle Maison Sekine on sound
production and Telehideo the
technologist. Combined they’ve create
a genre of “kawaii” and nostalgic vocals
with 80’s iconic sound design mixed
with modern electronic loudness.
Satellite Young has brought back the
80’s popular Japanese sound into the
future.

They are known by their collaboration
song "Sniper Rouge" with Mitch
Murder, the sound producer of "Kung Fury" and in March 2017 performed at SXSW. Their
creations span from Anime to pop-culture aesthetics having recently been introduced as a key
artist-band to watch by TV Asahi's music Variety program "Seki Jam Complete Fuel SHOW" by
Kanjani. The group also made a song for the Anime "Senpai Club" – a Swedish anime
production unit.
Website: http://satelliteyoung.net/

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/emiksn

